ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel densely connected convolutional module (DCCM)-based convolutional neural network for human pose estimation, which can achieve higher parameter efficiency compared to the state-of-the-art works. Although existing methods for human pose estimation have achieved considerable accuracy, the number of required model parameters and computation complexity are relatively high. To solve this problem, we propose to use a DCCM as the basic unit of the neural network. For each layer of DCCM, feature maps that all preceding layers produce are concatenated as its input, and its own output feature maps are delivered to each subsequent layer. The experimental results on the MPII human pose data set and LSP data set show that our method can get comparable performance, while it requires less parameters, which means higher parameter efficiency can be achieved. Furthermore, we explore that how different configurations of the proposed network structure can affect the accuracy of human pose estimation.
network [17] . Furthermore, we explore that how different hyper parameters of the proposed network structure can affect human pose estimation accuracy.
II. RELATED WORK
Toshev and Szegedy [28] is the first one to introduce deep neural network for human pose estimation and formulate the pose estimation as a joint regression problem. However, direct regression from an image to 2D joint positions is quite difficult to learn. Later methods use the heatmap generated by putting a 2D Gauss distribution around a joint as the supervision label. Then the position of that joint can be obtained by finding position of the maximum value of the heatmap. The work by Newell et al. [17] introduce stacked hourglass network. It pools feature maps down to a very low resolution, then upsamples and combines its own features with previous features from bottom-up process across multiple resolutions. This structure can capture and combine information across all scales of the image. Repeating this structure forms the stacked hourglass network. Along with intermediate supervision which means each hourglass is supervised with ground truth heatmap, the stacked hourglass network gradually refines the joint heatmap, which leads to considerable performance. Bulat and Tzimiropoulos [3] propose a CNN cascaded architecture for human pose estimation, which includes a body joint detection network and a body joint regression network. The joint detection network is used to predict approximated heatmap for visible joints, which provides prior position information for the next stage. The output of joint detection network, stacked with the original image is then fed into the regression network to get a refined joint heatmap. Based on the hourglass network, Yang et al. [32] design a Pyramid Residual Module that embeds multiple branch convolution into a residual module to learn feature pyramids, which can solve the scale variation problem of human body parts, and achieve a remarkable performance on the MPII human pose dateset [1] . However, this network is complex and requires more model parameters.
The structure of convolutional neural network is a very important factor to improve the performance of computer vision task. In ImageNet Challenge 2014 [22] , Simonyan and Zisserman [23] train a very deep convolutional network (VGG) and achieve 6.8% top-5 test classification error. However, assuming that there is a well trained convolutional network for image classification and the network is finetuned by freezing the parameter and appending more layers to the end of the previous network. He et al. [8] find that the finetuned network produce poorer performance than the original network. This fact indicates that it is difficult for the network to fit identity mapping. Therefore, he proposed the residual network which adds input features to output features of the original convolutional module. Additionally, from the perspective of back propagation, identity mapping retains gradient information, so it can relieve the gradient vanishing problem. Huang et al. [10] introduce a densely connected convolutional network, which is characterized by less computation and slightly better performance. For each layer of the densely connected convolutional network, the feature maps that all preceding layers produce are concatenated as the input of the current layer, and its output feature maps are then delivered to each subsequent layer. It is predictable that the replacement of residual module in hourglass network with densely connected convolutional module can inherit this benefit.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present the stacked hourglass network with a specially designed densely connected convolutional module (DCCM).
A. REVISITING STACKED HOURGLASS NETWORK
To reduce network computation, the size of the input image needs to be reduced through a succession of convolutional layers before being fed into a stacked hourglass network. It starts with a 7 × 7 convolution with stride of 2, then is followed by a DCCM and a max pooling layer, and finally ends up with two consecutive DCCMs.
The whole network architecture consists of several hourglass networks. The hourglass network is comprised of a bottom-up process and a top-down process as illustrated in Figure 1 . In the bottom-up process, a max pooling layer and DCCM appear alternately to reduce the resolution of the feature maps to four pixels. Before entering each max pooling layer, the feature map is preserved and processed by a DCCM in order to combine with later up-sampled feature. In the top-down process, the network continues with DCCM and nearest neighbor upsampling layer to increase the size of the feature map to 64 × 64. Then the up-sampled feature is added with previous feature of the same resolution. The topology of the entire hourglass network is symmetric, which means that every module in the bottom-up process has a corresponding module in the top-down process. The hourglass network can capture and combine features across different scales which helps to not only locate easily detected body joints, but also further high level body understanding, such as person's orientation, occlusion and interaction with other people.
After the hourglass network is constructed, it uses 1 × 1 convolutional layers to produce heatmaps of joints and then remaps to 256 channels of feature, which are added back to the main branch along with the feature produced from the previous hourglass stage. The output of the current stage serves as the input of the next stage. The final stacked hourglass network is formed by repeating the previous process. The number of stages is denoted by S. The heatmap, especially the heatmap of occluded joints, can be refined gradually when it goes through the stacked hourglass network as illustrated in Figure 2 .
B. DENSELY CONNECTED CONVOLUTIONAL MODULE
The basic unit of original stacked hourglass network is a residual convolutional module as illustrated in Figure 3a . An identity mapping bypasses three convolutional layers. The VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. Stacked hourglass network with DCCM. The Hourglass network is symmetric in that each module in the first half part has a corresponding module in the second half part. Due to space limitation, we here omit the max pooling layer before each DCCM in the bottom-up process and the upsampling layer after each DCCM in the top-down process. The feature map is pooled down from a resolution of 64 × 64 to a resolution of 4 × 4 in the bottom-up process, and then up-sampled to a resolution of 64 × 64 in the top-down process. Each stage of the stacked hourglass network is supervised with the heatmap label. kernel size in the middle convolutional layer is three. The whole unit does not change feature map size. The number of input and output channels is 256.
We propose the densely Connected Convolutional Module (DCCM) as the basic unit of stacked hourglass network, which is illustrated in Figure 3b . For each layer, feature maps that all preceding layers produce are concatenated as the input of current layer, and the output feature maps of current layer are delivered to each subsequent layer. The growth rate, denoted by G, refers to the number of filters of 3 × 3 convolution. The 1 × 1 convolution before each 3 × 3 convolution is introduced as a bottleneck layer to reduce the number of input feature maps and thus to improve computational efficiency. We refer to both 1 × 1 convolution and its subsequent 3 × 3 convolution as layer, denoted by L. After all preceding features are gathered at the output of the second layer, we use a 1 × 1 convolution layer to compress the feature to 256 channels. We follow the set up in which [10] trains densely connected convolutional network on imagenet: let the growth rate G be 32 and let filters of 1×1 convolution in a layer be four times G. In the experimental part, we discuss how these hyper parameters, i.e. growth rate, number of layers and stages, can affect accuracy of human pose estimation.
A convolutional residual module has almost the same number of parameters as two layers DCCM: 213k vs 226k. However, the DCCM can alleviate the vanishing gradient problem, strengthen feature propagation and encourage feature reuse.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
A person has J joints each of which has a heatmap label. The groundtruth heatmap consists of a 2D Gaussian (with standard deviation of 1 px) centered on the joint location. We use the mean square error loss for pose estimation. The mean square error loss is the average of square error between the predicted heatmap and the groundtruth heatmap at every pixel location. Supposing that a person has J joints in total and the size of every heatmap is N × N , the stage loss for the s stage is defined as:
where H P and H G are predicted heatmap and groundtruth heatmap respectively. Each stage of stacked hourglass is supervised, so the total loss is the sum of each stage loss:
IV. EXPERIMENT A. HUMAN POSE DATASET
We conduct the human pose estimation experiment and evaluate performance of proposed network on MPII human pose benchmarks and Leeds Sports Pose benchmarks.
MPII human pose dataset is a state of the art benchmark for evaluation of articulated human pose estimation. The dataset includes 25K+ images containing over 40K people with annotated sixteen body joints for each person. However, it does not provide validation dataset. Reference [27] split 2958 single person samples from training dataset as validation dataset, and remaining 22246 samples are used as training dataset. We use similar idea and perform prediction on that validation dataset to find optimal hyper parameters.
Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) and its extended training dataset contain mostly sport images gathered from Flickr. It has 11k training samples and 1k test samples. Each person is annotated with fourteen body joints. However, the labels of Leeds Sports Pose and its extended training dataset are not complete, i.e., occluded joints have no labels. For these occluded joints, we set their heatmap as zeros.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
For MPII human pose dataset, each image may include more than one person. Therefore, we crop a patch with size 256 × 256 around the target person from the original image according to the provided position and scale. Then we normalize the VOLUME 6, 2018 image patch by subtracting mean pixel value. During training, we perform data augmentation by scaling between 0.75 and 1.25, rotating between −60 and 60 degrees, horizontally flipping the image and adding noise to image randomly. For LSP dataset, an image contains only one person. We do the same image processing as before.
The network is trained using PyTorch [19] . We use rmsprop [25] to optimize network on a Titan X GPU with a mini-batch size of 6. The initial learning rate is set to 2.5 × 10 −4 and then is dropped twice by a factor of 5 after validation accuracy plateaus. Finally, we train the network for 124 epoches in total. For generating final test predictions, we run the experiment on the original input and a flipped version of the image through the network, and add two sets of heatmaps together. For LSP benchmark, we train the network on both MPII and LSP dataset. However, MPII sample has sixteen body joints while LSP sample has fourteen body joints. We get rid of thorax and pelvis from MPII annotation so that MPII sample and LSP sample have consistent labels. The learning rate policy is same as previous. Finally we train the network for 121 epoches in total.
C. RESULTS

1) EVALUATION CRITERIA
For MPII dataset, predictions of joint position are evaluated with PCKh (Percentage of Correct Keypoints). For a body joint, the division of error between predicted coordinate and groundtruth coordinate by 0.6 times head size is its normalized distance. A joint whose normalized distance falls within a threshold is treated as correct prediction. The ratio of the number of correct predictions to total number of predictions is PCKh of that joint. The total PCKh is the average of PCKh of all joints, e.g., PCKh@0.5. For LSP dataset, the head size is replaced with the torso size.
2) MPII HUMAN POSE
Qualitative results from MPII dataset are shown in Figure 4 . From the figure, we can see that our method can produce good predictions in most cases. The network is robust to severe body deformation and different observation views. However, when joints are occluded, e.g., the first, second and last columns of the second row, and the last column of the third row, the network tends to predict location of the occluded joint to the location of unoccluded symmetric joint.
We report the performance of the proposed method on MPII dataset in Table 1 . Our approach achieves 91.1% PCKh score at threshold of 0.5. It is worth noting that our method has a higher AUC (63.8) than other state of the art works. In contrast to the original stacked hourglass network [17] which achieves an accuracy of 90.9%, our method improves the performance by 0.2%.
We do more comprehensive comparisons between stacked hourglass network and our method as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . In order to compare the number of parameter, computational complexity and runtime, we reproduce stacked hourglass network which can obtain an accuracy of 89.16% on validation dataset. That is consistent with the result that reported in [17] . While the stacked hourglass network consumes 25.43M parameters, our approach requires 20.30M parameters which reduces about 21.2%. Our model needs 22.91 GFLOPs for a 256 × 256 RGB image, which is about 16.6% decrease compared to hourglass network (27.48 GFLOPs) . However, our model consumes more train and test time for a batch size of six, because of numerous concatenation operations in DCCM. Figure 6 depicts detection rate on MPII test dataset at different thresholds. It can be seen that our model has achieve higher accuracy than the stacked hourglass network at the threshold from 0.15 to 0.35. 3) LSP DATASET Figure 7 shows some qualitative results on the LSP test dataset. In most case, our method can produce good predictions, even under the case of severe body deformation and multiple human interaction, e.g., the last two columns of the first row and the second column of the second row in Figure 7 . Table 2 presents the PCK scores at the threshold of 0.2. We follow previous methods [5] , [6] , [18] , [32] to train our model by adding MPII training set to the LSP and its extended training set. Our method achieves an accuracy of 93.9% and has a high AUC of 70.4.
D. EXPLORATION ON HYPER PARAMETER
Our network has several hyper parameters, i.e., the number of hourglass stage, the number of layers of DCCM and the growth rate. We test different configurations of these hyper parameters on validation datasets to find the optimal one. Table 3 shows that the accuracy and the number of parameters using different combinations of hyper parameters (G, S, L) on MPII validation dataset.
First, by comparing G32S4L2 with G48S4L2, it shows that a large growth rate is not helpful to improve accuracy. Then we compare different layer numbers by fixing the growth rate as 32. When the stage number is four, we find that the accuracy can be increased from one layer to two layers, but the accuracy cannot be increased from two layers to three layers. Similar results can be got when the stage number is six: the accuracy from two layers to three layers cannot increase. Therefore, the DCCM that consists of two layers is the best due to its higher performance and less parameters. Finally, we discuss influences of the number of stages on accuracy. When the DCCM has two layers, the accuracy can be improved by replacing four stages with six stages, and cannot be improved by replacing six stages with eight stages. When the DCCM has three layers, the accuracy from four stages to six stages has a little improvement. Therefore, six stages is the best choice for the network. It is worth noting that the size of most models is less than that of the original stacked hourglass network. For instance, when G = 32, S = 4 and L = 2, we get almost the same accuracy on the validation dataset as the stacked hourglass network, but save 46.3% parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a parameter efficiency convolutional neural network for human pose estimation, which uses a densely connected convolutional module (DCCM) as the basic block of stacked hourglass network. The experimental results on MPII human pose dataset and Leeds Sports Pose dataset show that our method can reduce model size and computation complexity compared to the state of the art works. Furthermore, we discuss that how different configurations of both densely connected convolutional module and entire network can affect accuracy.
